(Appendix 1) Projective pre-test and post-test

House(Pre-test) → House(Post-test)

Tree(Pre-test) → Tree(Post-test)

Person 1(Pre-test) → Person 1(Post-test)

Person 2(Pre-test) → Person 2(Post-test)

KFD(Pre-test) → KFD(Post-test)

KSD(Pre-test) → KSD(Post-test)

(Appendix 2) Sandplay sessions

The initial phase: Forsakeness / sleeping family

1-1 session: Bad dream of boats coming to life
1-2 session: A castle

1-3 session: Handprints
2 session: Three family sleeping

3-1 session: Three family sleeping
3-2 session: Untitled

4-1 session: Untitled
4-2 session: Children having fun in the water

5-1 session: Untitled
5-2 session: Soldiers keeping princess and prince

6-1 session: Mom’s birthday party
6-2 session: Children playing in a swimming pool

6-3 session: Poked one by fingers
6-4 session: Touched by back of her hand

7-1 session: Princess’s birthday party
7-2 session: A bread

7-3 session: A face
The intermediate phase: Regression, opposition & purification / growth

- The intermediate phase I: Regression

- The intermediate phase II: Princess play
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- The intermediate phase IV: Purification / growth

- The final phase:
  Redemption / rebirth of new consciousness

- The intermediate phase III:
  Opposition / Goodness and badness